T = (0). (3) If R is left qp -ring then R = (? *£), where S is hereditary, T is a direct sum of finitely many local qp -rings and M is a (S, Γ)-bimodule. (4) A perfect left qp-ring is semi-primary. (5) Let R be an indecomposable ring such that it admits a faithful projective injective left module. Then R is a left qp-ring iff R is a local principal left ideal ring or R is a left-hereditary ring with dec on left ideals. (6) Let R be an indecomposable QF-ring. Then R is a left qp-ring if each homomorphic image of R is a g-ring (each one-sided ideal is quasi-injective). (7) If a left ideal A of left spring R is not projective then the projective dimension of A is infinite, thus
Igi dim/? =0,1, or °c. An example of a left artinian left qp-ring which is not right qp-ring is also given.
Clearly all left hereditary rings are left qp-rings. However, the class of commutative principal ideal artinian rings which are not direct sum of fields distinguishes qp -rings from hereditary rings. Commutative pre-self-injective rings studied by Klatt and Levy [8] and by Levy [11] form a class dual to the class of commutative qp-rings. Dual to the noncommutative qp -rings are rings for which every cyclic module is quasi-injective investigated by Ahsan [1] and by Koehler [9] . In this paper we study perfect left qp-rings.
2. A ring R is said to be right (left) perfect if it satisfies dec on principal left (right) ideals and R is called perfect if it is both right and left perfect [3] . An artinian principal ideal ring is called uniserial.
A ring R with Jacobson radical N is called local if JR /N is a division ring. We assume that all nonzero rings have nonzero identity elements and all modules are unital. An R -module M is said to be quasiprojective if for every submodule N of M, the induced sequence 0 -> Horn (Af, ΛΓ)-> Horn (M,M)-> Horn (M,M/N)-»0 is exact. For basic properties of quasi-projective modules we refer to Wu and Jans [14] . Quasi-injective modules are defined dually in [7] . The following theorems give the structure of a quasi-projective module over a perfect ring. THEOREM 1. (Wu and Jans [14] Proof. Let A -Reae. Since eNe / (0), by Lemma 3, ReRf = (0), where / is a primitive idempotent not equal to e. Since A is not projective, each of its nonzero homomorphic image is also not projective. So let B be an indecomposable homomorphic image of A = Reae. Since B is an indecomposable quasi-projective (but not projective) left ideal, by theorem 1, B is of the form Rf/Xf where Xfj^ 0 and / is some primitive idempotent. We wish to show that f -e. By Lemma 3, B CRf. But then we get a nonzero homomorphism Re -»Reae -*B->Rf which is a contradiction unless e = /. Thus Reae cannot map onto any Rf/Xf with Rf^ Re. This completes the proof. Proof. By Lemma 6, Re^e^Re^ = (0) for / ^ /. So T is an ideal of JR. Also, by Lemma 3, an indecomposable left ideal A of R is not projective if and only if A = Re.ae, for some 0 ^ daβi E e/Nie f . Thus it is immediate that T is the sum of all nonprojective indecomposable left ideals of R. We now proceed to prove (iii). Before we prove this theorem we establish some preliminaries and prove three lemmas. Let R be a perfect left spring and JV be its radical. Let Rf l9 Rf 29 --,Rf m be a maximal set of nonisomorphic indecomposable left ideals of R generated by primitive idempotents. By invoking Lemma 1 we note that any nonzero JR-homomorphism of Rf t into Rfj is a monomorphism. Define a relation in the set {!?/"•• -,!?/"} as follows: Rfi ^Rfi if and only if there exists a nonzero R -homomorphism of Rfi into Rf h that is, fiRfj7^(0). By using the fact that in a right perfect ring i? no principal left ideal Ra of R can be isomorphic to its own proper left subideal, we get that {Rfu-'>Rfm} is a partially ordered set with respect tô . Further, recall Lemma 3 which says that for a given primitive idempotent /, either all left subideals of Rf are projective or fNfjέ (0) and for any primitive idempotent e with Rf^ ReJRe = (0). So if for some //, Rfc has a left subideal which is not projective then Rf^Rfi for all iV j. Hence we can arrange !?/,,•••, J?/ m in such a way that there exists a positive integer u (possibly zero) which is less than or equal to m satisfying the following:
(i) p/; = (0) for /</.
(ii) Every left subideal of Rf t is projective and /i?/ is a division ring for / S u.
(iii) fjNfjέiO) and ^i?/ = (0) for / > u and iV /. The proof of (2) is immediate consequence of the fact that ///?/, =(0) for i </.. Finally, to prove (3), let A =Σ ι<j E i RE j . Then A is a nilpotent ideal and
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Since each EιRE h 1 ^ i' ^ M, is simple artinian and by Theorems 4 and 5 each fuRfu, u 4-1 g / g m is a local ring with nilpotent maximal ideal, we obtain that the radical of R/A is nilpotent. Hence N is nilpotent since A is nilpotent. LEMMA 
5 = ERE is hereditary.
Proof. Since V = Σ i<}^u EiREj is the radical of 5 and 5 is semiprimary, in order to prove S is hereditary it is enough to prove that S V is projective. Now
Also by our arrangement Nf jk is projective as left R -module whenever / ^ u. Thus ENfjk is projective as left £i?Z?-module and hence S V is projective as desired. LEMMA 
M = ER(\ -E) is a projective left ERE-module.
Proof. Consider
a E R(\ -E).
Hence A is a homomorphic image of a projective module P = ΘΣ fl eER(i-£)Σ k Σ iί ,X ifal where X ika =Rf ik for aER (l-E) . Since Q is a projective cover of A, Q is a direct summand of P. Thus, for each /(α), there exists a nonzero jR-homomorphism of Rf i{a) into one of Rf with / ^ u. This along with (2) 4. In this section we prove a theorem for a perfect left qp-ring which admits a uniform projective left module. This theorem then enables us to characterize perfect left qp -rings which admit a faithful projective injective left module (Theorem 10). We begin with THEOREM 9. Let M be a uniform projective left module over a perfect left qp-ring R. Then M = Re x for some primitive idempotent e x , and either (i) All left subideals ofNe x are homomorphic image ofRe x and ReJRe^ = (0) = Refte, where e ] is a primitive idempotent such that Re x j£ Re h or (ii) Ne x is projective and all its left ideals are projective. In each case Re x satisfies dec on left subideals.
Proof. M = Re, follows from well known result of Bass [3] . As in the proof of Theorem 6,  This contradicts the assumption that R is indecomposable. Hence Ne { is projective. So N = 0ΣiV^ is projective as a left i?-module. Hence R is left hereditary left artinian. This completes the proof.
As a special case of the above theorem we have the following characterization of QF-rings. Proof. Since a left hereditary QF-ring is semisimple artinian, Theorem 10 gives that either R is simple or local uniserial. In a local uniserial ring every one sided ideal is two sided and every homomorphic image is QF-ring. Consequently, every homomorphic image is a q-ring [6] .
Conversely, if every homomorphic image of R is a Q-ring then also R is uniserial (R is uniserial iff every homomorphic image of R is QF y Fuller [5] ). Further R is isomorphic to a full n x n matrix ring over a local ring B. If n = 1 then R is local uniserial. If n > 1 then R must be simple artinian, since JR is a q-ring (c.f. Jain, Mohamed and Singh [6] , Theorem 2.4) [6] . In each case R is a left qp-ring. This completes the proof.
5. In this section we study left global dimension of a perfect left qp-ring. Proof. We first prove a sublemma.
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SUBLEMMA.
Under the hypothesis of the theorem if e is a primitive idempotent and 0 ^ exe E eNe and l R (exe) denotes the left annihilator ofexe in R then l R (exe) = L($M, where L = Reye, 0 ^ eye E eNe, is not projective.
Proof of the sublemma. By Theorem 2 we can write l R (exe) = (&ΣA a where Λ a are indecomposable left ideals. Also it follows from Lemma 5 that l R (exe) Π eNe^O. Let us choose 0 φ eue E ί R (exe) Π eNe. Then Reue has nonzero homomorphism into one of A a 's. By Lemma 6, A a = Reye for some eye in eRe. Indeed eye E eNe since .RejZ! l R (exe). Hence A α is not projective. This completes the proof of the sublemma.
We now prove the theorem. Since A is a direct sum of indecomposable left ideals (Theorem 2) we may assume that A is a nonzero indecomposable left ideal. If A is projective then the projective dimension is zero. So let A be not projective. Then by Lemma 3, A = Rexe for some 0 ^ exe E eNe (e being some primitive idempotent). We construct an infinite projective resolution of A such that for every n, ktτf n =A n φB n where A n is nonprojective indecomposable left ideal of R and is of the form Rex n e, 0 / ex n e E eNe. Choose P o = Re and let / 0 be the natural R -homomorphism of Re onto Rexe. Then ker/ 0 = l R (exe) = A o φB o where A o = Rex o e is not projective (sublemma). Suppose we have constructed P 0 ,Pi, ,P n with exact sequence where λ is injection. By induction hypothesis ker/ n = A n ($B n , where A n =Rex n eCNe.
Consider short exact sequences and where η n is a natural R -homomorphism, σ n is an injection and Q n is some projective module.
S. K. JAIN AND SURJEET SINGH
Set P n+ι = Q n (BRe and f n+ι = λ(η' n φη n ). Then ker /"+, = kerrj θkei Tj ,,. Also kerτj π = \ R {ex n e) = Rex n+X e ®K (by sublemma). Thus /"+, has the required property. Since P n+ι is projective, we have obtained the desired projective resolution of A.
Recall that if R is not a semisimple artinian ring then /. gl dimR = 1 + sup {1. dim* A | A is a left ideal}. The previous theorem then yields the following THEOREM 13. Let R be a perfect left qp-ring. Then I. gl dimR = 0,1, or oo. 6. It is well known that a left hereditary semiprimary ring is also right hereditary [2] . Here we give an example of a local primary ring which is a left qp-ring but is not a right qp-ring. EXAMPLE. Let F be a field which has an isomorphism a-*ά that is not an automorphism, and let F be the subfield of the images a, a EF. Take x to be an indeterminate over F. Let 
